The experience of living one day like a Cretan!
“We do local Days” in Creta Maris Beach Resort

A German lady cooks tzatziki.
A Swede makes dakos.
And a kid from Holland rides Maritsa, a nice donkey.
And all together, dance pentedziali during a traditional feast.

The above mentioned is not a science fiction scenario, but real activities that were carried out during the first thematic day of the "We do local Days" event held since this year by Creta Maris Beach Resort.

On Tuesday, May 15th, all the hotel's activities were inspired by the "We do local" philosophy, thus giving to the guests the opportunity to live one day like Cretans and experience the habits and activities from the everyday life of the locals.
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In this way, the first thematic day of the “We do local Days” event included an interactive cooking class and a Greek language lesson, while the little guests enjoyed rides with Maritsa, the donkey of the Creta Maris farm, which gave great pleasure to the children. In the evening a genuine Cretan feast with dances and songs was organized.

The guests were impressed and felt lucky to have the opportunity to experience the authentic Greek hospitality, to taste the famous Cretan gastronomy and to become members of the culture and traditions of the island.

**About Creta Maris Beach Resort:**
Creta Maris Beach Resort with a capacity of 680 rooms, has been originally launched in 1975 and is situated next to Hersonissos, just 25 minutes (24km) from the Heraklion Airport. With a capacity of 680 rooms, suites and bungalows, 6 restaurants, 7 bars, 7 swimming pools, gym, Hammam spa, Asterias Children’s Club, and a great space for outdoor and indoor activities, Creta Maris is a blend of tradition and luxury together on a beautiful beach with crystal clear waters where guests can experience the authentic Cretan hospitality.

**About We Do Local:**
We do local, was created by the mature cooperation of Local Production and Hospitality SA (promotional services), Cosmocert SA (certification services) and Local Food Experts sce (integrated development services), which aims at the repositioning of the national tourist product, the promotion of local hospitality and the support of local production and economy. (For more information please visit [www.wedolocal.gr](http://www.wedolocal.gr)).

Please find pictures of the event on high resolution on the below link: [https://we.tl/zW9RzVj8rX](https://we.tl/zW9RzVj8rX)
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Please find pictures of Creta Maris Beach Resort on high resolution on our site
https://www.cretamaris.gr/media-and-photo-gallery-crete-hotel/photos
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